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Chapter 3092-3093

Cynthia Wade hurriedly said: “Don’t worry, don’t worry, aunt has something to trouble you,
but Rishab’s father wants to talk to him on the phone, don’t you think it’s not convenient?”

“Talking on the phone?” Charlie frowned, glanced at Rishab, who was kneeling on the ground
in fear, then turned on the speaker of the phone and said: “Well, tell his dad that you can talk
on the phone, but you can only say two things at most. minute.”

Seeing Charlie’s agreement, Cynthia Wade quickly said, “Okay, OK, I’ll tell his dad, let his dad
call him directly, okay?”

“can.”

Soon, Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) who received the reply put the call on Rishab’s cell phone.

After Charlie answered the phone, he turned on the speaker and handed the phone
to Rishab.

On the phone, Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) asked tentatively: “Rishab, are you there?”

When Zhong Rishab heard his father’s voice, he suddenly broke down and cried, “Dad! Dad,
save me, dad! Someone here wants to send me to the ship as a crew member for three years. I
am not allowed to disembark in the middle, Dad. Hurry up and find a way to save me back!”

Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) said embarrassingly: “Rishab, Dad may not be able to help you with
this matter.”

“What?!” Rishab collapsed and blurted out, “Dad! I still have to attend Stefanie Sun’s concert.
I have to prepare for my personal concert next season. You can’t leave me alone, Dad!”

“I’m still thinking about the shit concert!” Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) angrily reprimanded:
“When will you mature and grow up a little bit? Don’t you think you have caused enough
trouble? Don’t think that I can give it every time you make a mistake. Wiping your butt, I’ll tell
you the truth, I can’t help you when you are in trouble this time. You can wipe your butt by
yourself! If you can’t wipe it, just hold it For me!

Rishab suddenly cried, and sobbed: “Dad! You can’t be so cruel, you can’t die without saving,
Dad!”

Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) resented iron and steel and reprimanded: “Rishab! When will you
grow up? Dad is talking about it. Haven’t you realized that this matter is powerless? You are
nowWhat we have to do is not to ask me to save you, nor to scold me for being cruel, but to
learn from the pain, reflect on my own problems, and then perform well in the next three
years!”



Rishab couldn’t help raising his head to look at Charlie, thinking desperately: “It seems that
Charlie’s strength is indeed much stronger than he thought. Otherwise, it is impossible for
Cynthia Wade to plead useless, and even his father has nothing to do… It seems that my three
years of living at sea…I really can’t get away…”

At this moment, Charlie said: “Okay, time is almost up, just stay here.”

Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) on the other end of the phone hurriedly pleaded: “Master Wade, my
naughty son is really causing you trouble, please take care of it in the future…”

Charlie smiled and asked him: “You seem to know my aunt very well?”

Mukesh (Rishab’s Father) hurriedly said: “It’s… an old classmate and friend for many years.”

Charlie snorted, as if he had already seen everything, and said indifferently: “I can let my aunt
who is selfish to the utmost and loves her face to her bones, put down her body, put down the
hatred of me, and humbled to help intercede, I see you two The relationship should be more
than just old classmates and old friends. Will you suddenly become my uncle someday?”
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